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We have obtained resonance Raman spectra and absolute Raman cross sections for
h2-chloroiodomethane~fourteen excitation wavelengths between 200 nm and 355 nm! and
d2-chloroiodomethane~for 282.4 nm excitation! in cyclohexane solution. Most of the intensity in
theA-band resonance Raman spectra appears in the nominal C–I stretch overtones progression and
combination bands of the nominal C–I stretch overtones with the fundamentals of the CH2 wag,
CH2 scissor, and the Cl–C–I bend or C–Cl stretch fundamentals. TheA-band absorption and
absolute resonance Raman intensities were simulated using a simple model which included
preresonant contributions to the fundamental Raman peaks and time-dependent wave packet
calculations. The motion of the wave packet on the excited state surface was converted from
dimensionless normal coordinates into internal coordinates using the results of normal coordinate
calculations. TheA-band short-time photodissociation dynamics of chloroiodomethane shows that
the C–I bond lengthens, theI–C–Cl and H–C–Iangles become smaller, and theH–C–Cl angles
become larger. These internal coordinate motions which are associated with relatively low
frequency modes are consistent with a simple impulsive ‘‘soft’’ radical model of the
photodissociation and the CH2Cl group changing to a more planar structure. However, the C–H
bond length does not change much and theH–C–Hangle~associated with higher frequency modes!
becomes slightly smaller which is inconsistent with the ‘‘soft’’ radical model and the CH2Cl group
changing to a more planar structure. This suggests that an impulsive ‘‘semirigid’’ radical model may
be more appropriate than the ‘‘soft’’ radical model to qualitatively describe the chloroiodomethane
photodissociation. An ambiguity in the assignment of the 724 cm21 Raman peak and its associated
combination bands to combination bands of the nominal C–I stretch overtones with the
fundamentals of the Cl–C–I bend or C–Cl stretch fundamentals limits what we are able to
determine about the C–Cl bond length changes during the initial stages of the photodissociation.
© 1996 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~96!01624-8#

I. INTRODUCTION

The development of time-dependent wave-packet theo-
ries of resonance Raman scattering by Heller and others1–5

has made it possible to make an intuitive connection between
the vibrational intensities of resonance Raman spectra and
the early-time photodissociation dynamics taking place on an
excited electronic state potential energy surface in the
Franck–Condon region. Over the past decade there have
been numerous applications of resonance Raman spectros-
copy that examine the photodissociating molecules in terms
of a time-dependent approach to resonance Raman
scattering.6–39

Photodissociation reactions of alkyl halides in their
A-band absorption have long been studied as prototypes of
direct photodissociation reactions. In particular, the photo-
dissociation of iodomethane in theA-band absorption has
been especially well studied both experimentally and theo-
retically as a prototype of photodissociation taking place on a
directly repulsive potential energy surface. The broad and
featurelessA-band absorption of iodomethane centered near
260 nm is made up of transitions to three different electronic
excited states,3Q1,

3Q0, and
1Q1 as determined from mag-

netic circular dichroism experiments.40 The 3Q0 transition
has approximately 70%–80% of theA-band oscillator

strength and is located near theA-band center. The3Q1 and
1Q1 transitions are relatively small and are located on the red
and blue edges of theA-band absorption. The threeA-band
transitions are all localized on the C–I bond and have
n2.s* character. The C–I bond breaks when iodomethane
is photoexcited within itsA-band absorption. The results of
photofragment anisotropy measurements have shown that the
C–I bond scission is fast compared to the rotational motion
of iodomethane41,42 and the structureless absorption band in
the gas phase strongly suggests that the C–I bond breaking is
also faster than vibrational recurrence times along any
Franck–Condon active bound vibrational mode. Zewail and
co-workers have carried out real-time femtosecond pump–
probe experiments43 which found that the photodissociation
is complete in less than 100 fs.

Other experiments on theA-band photodissociation of
iodomethane have investigated the translational energy of the
photofragments,44,45 the vibrational excitation of the methyl
fragment,44,46–50 and the I/I* branching ratio.51–53 Unlike
most alkyl halideA-band photodissociation reactions, io-
domethane has had a number of vibrational mode-specific
techniques applied to examine its photodissociation. A
couple of high resolution time-of-flight photofragment spec-
troscopy experiments44,45 showed that some internal energy
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of the methyl fragment is found in the umbrella mode vibra-
tions. Diode laser absorption,49 multiphoton ionization
~MPI!,46–48and coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering50 ex-
periments have all been used to measure the vibrational and
rotational state distributions of the methyl fragment from
photodissociation of iodomethane in theA-band. Resonance
Raman experiments have been done by several different
groups on gas and solution phase iodomethaneA-band
photodissociation.7–14 The resonance Raman spectra were
dominated by a long overtone progression in the nominal
C–I stretch mode with a much smaller combination band
progression composed of the nominal CH3 umbrella mode
plus nominal C–I stretch overtones. Several models and po-
tential energy surfaces have been used reasonably success-
fully to interpret and simulate the wealth of experimental
data available for the iodomethane A-band
photodissociation54–61 and it appears that the main features
of the A-band photodissociation of iodomethane is fairly
well understood.

Chloroiodomethane’sA-band absorption band has its
peak;270 nm and an extinction coefficient of about 540
mol21 L cm21 in cyclohexane solution.62 The absorption
spectrum of chloroiodomethane is red shifted and more in-
tense than the correspondingA-band absorption of io-
domethane which is;258 nm and has an extinction coeffi-
cient of about 430 mol21 L cm21 in cyclohexane solution.
The interaction between the C–Cl and C–I chromophores
may be responsible for the red shifting and enhancement of
the A-band absorption in chloroiodomethane. Laser flash
photolysis experiments performed by Schmitt and Comes62

on chloroiodomethane have determined that the predominant
primary process after photoexcitation in theA-band absorp-
tion leads to cleavage of the C–I bond similar to io-
domethane and other iodoalkanes.

In contrast to iodomethane, little work has been done to
investigate theA-band photodissociation dynamics of diha-
lomethanes such as chloroiodomethane. Dihalomethanes are
interesting since one can examine the interactions between
two chromophores as well as investigate bond selective elec-
tronic excitation and photochemistry.63–65The present paper
focuses on the photodissociation of chloroiodomethane in
cyclohexane solution. We hope to learn something about the
strength of the interaction between the C–Cl and C–I chro-
mophores as well as examine substituent effects on the pho-
todissociation dynamics of iodomethane when one hydrogen
atom is replaced with a chlorine atom.

The succeeding sections of the paper will have the fol-
lowing format. Section II will describe the experimental
methods used to acquire the resonance Raman spectra of
chloroiodomethane in cyclohexane solution. Section III will
present the simple model and calculations that are used to
model both the absorption spectrum and the absolute reso-
nance Raman intensities. Section IV will describe and dis-
cuss the results of the resonance Raman experiments and
simulations of the experimental data. Section IV will also
present the short-time photodissociation dynamics of chlor-
oiodomethane in theA-band as elucidated from the reso-
nance Raman intensity analysis. Section V will give our con-

clusions about theA-band photodissociation dynamics of
chloroiodomethane.

II. EXPERIMENT

The samples used in the resonance Raman experiments
were prepared from spectroscopic grade cylohexane solvent
and 99% pure chloroiodomethane purchased from Aldrich
Chemical Company or 98% D atom purity
d2-chloroiodomethane purchased from Cambridge Isotope
Labs. Solutions of concentrations ranging from 0.10 M to
0.30 M chloroiodomethane in cyclohexane solvent were used
in the resonance Raman experiments. The resonance Raman
experimental apparatus and methods have been previously
published20,21,32,33so only a short description will be given
here. The excitation frequencies for the Raman experiments
were provided by various hydrogen Raman shifted laser lines
and the second, third, and fourth harmonics of a Spectra–
Physics GCR-150-10 Nd:YAG laser. A loosely focused laser
beam;0.5 mm in diameter and 100–300mJ excited the
flowing liquid sample. An approximately 130° backscatter-
ing geometry with laser beam wave vector perpendicular to
the scattering plane was used to collect the resonance Raman
scattered light. Reflective optics were used in order to avoid
or at least minimize chromatic aberrations affecting the rela-
tive Raman intensities. An ellipsoidal mirror~Spex with
f/1.4! and a flat mirror were used to collect the resonance
Raman scattered light and direct it to the entrance slit of 0.5
m spectrograph~Acton! with a 1200 groove/mm ruled grat-
ing blaze at 250 nm. A polarization scrambler was mounted
on the entrance slit of the spectrograph and a liquid nitrogen
cooled Photometrics CCD was mounted on the exit port of
the spectrograph. The resonance Raman scattered light
passed through the polarization scrambler onto the grating
which dispersed the Raman scattered light onto the CCD.
The Raman signal was collected for approximately 90 to 300
s before being read out from the CCD detector and to an
interfaced PC clone computer system where it was stored as
a file on the hard disk. The resonance Raman spectrum was
then found by adding up about 10 to 30 of these readout files.

The Raman shifts in wave number of the spectra ob-
tained were calibrated using the known frequencies of the
cyclohexane solvent Raman lines. The reabsorption of the
resonance Raman scattered light by the strongly absorbing
sample was minimized by using a backscattering collection
geometry and the remaining reabsorption correction was
done using the methods outlined in Refs. 66 and 67. An
appropriately scaled solvent spectrum was then subtracted
from the reabsorption corrected spectrum in order to delete
the solvent lines from the resonance Raman spectra. Spectra
of a calibrated intensity deuterium lamp~Optronic model
220M! were recorded and used to correct the resonance Ra-
man spectra for the channel to channel sensitivity of the
whole detection system as a function of wavelength. The
integrated areas of the resonance Raman peaks were then
found by fitting sections of the spectra to a baseline plus a
sum of Lorentzian peaks.

The absolute resonance Raman cross sections of chlor-
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oiodomethane were measured relative to the previously mea-
sured absolute Raman cross sections for the 802 cm21 peak
and the C–H stretch vibrational modes near;2900 cm21 of
cyclohexane. The concentrations of the chloroiodomethane/
cyclohexane sample solutions were determined spectropho-
tometrically using a Perkin Elmer 19 UV/VIS spectrometer
before and after the Raman measurements. The measured
absorption spectra showed changes of 5% or less during the
experiment due to evaporation and/or photodecomposition of
the sample. The absolute cross section calculations used the
average concentrations determined from the initial and final
concentrations from a series of measurements at each wave-
length. We measured the maximum molar extinction of
chloroiodomethane in cyclohexane solution and found it to
be 540 M21 cm21.

III. THEORY AND CALCULATIONS

Usually one assumes that the resonance Raman enhance-
ment for the intensities observed in a resonance Raman spec-
trum come almost exclusively from the electronic state~s!
with which the excitation wavelength is resonant. However,
the results presented here for the resonance Raman spectra of
chloroiodomethane with excitation in theA-band absorption
strongly indicate that preresonance enhancement from higher
lying excited states is large enough in the region of the
A-band absorption to give rise to preresonance–resonance
interference effects in several fundamental resonance Raman
intensities. This preresonance–resonance interference causes
several of the resonance Raman fundamental peaks to be-
come smaller~de-enhanced! as one tunes the excitation
wavelength towards the maximum of theA-band absorption.
Since overtones and combination bands decrease in intensity
much faster than fundamental bands as the excitation wave-
length is moved away from the resonant state, the
preresonance–resonance interference effects are largest for
fundamental intensities and usually much smaller or negli-
gible for overtones and combination bands in the resonance
Raman spectra. Preresonance–resonance interference effects
have been observed experimentally in the excitation profiles
of a number of molecules over the past 20 years by several
different research groups.30,68–74Preresonance–resonance in-
terference effects have also been successfully modeled and
elucidated theoretically.30,68–74

The procedure for modeling the absorption and absolute
resonance Raman intensities of chloroiodomethane in the
A-band absorption closely follows that used by Phillips and
Myers30 to model theA-band absolute resonance Raman in-
tensities of several alkyl iodides. The preresonant contribu-
tion was estimated by fitting the absolute resonance Raman
intensities in the 204 nm to 223 nm region~to the blue of the
A-band absorption! to a single-stateA-term frequency
dependence75 given by Eqs.~1! and ~2!,

sR~EL!5ELES
3@Apre#

2 ~1!

and

@Apre#
25K@~Ee

21EL
2!/~Ee

22EL
2!2#2, ~2!

whereEL andES are the laser and scattered photon energies,
K is the coupling strength, andEe is the resonant state en-
ergy. The preresonant data were fit using Eqs.~1! and~2! and
allowing K andEe to vary to give the best overall fit to the
208.8 nm, 217.8 nm, and 223.1 nm absolute Raman cross
sections. Since there are many electronic excited states with
large oscillator strengths in the quasicontinuum absorption
below 200 nm, it is very probable that a single stateA-term
dependence will not adequately describe the energy depen-
dence of the preresonant Raman intensities over a large
range of excitation energies. Therefore, the extrapolation of
the preresonant contribution in theA-band from theA-term
fit was used as a initial approximation that was changed
moderately in simulating theA-band absolute resonance Ra-
man intensities.

The A-band absorption spectrum and resonance Raman
intensities were simulated using time-dependent wave packet
calculations which included the preresonant contribution to
the Raman amplitude. The absorption spectrum was calcu-
lated using the following equation:

sA~EL!5~4pe2ELM
2/3n\2c!Re E

0

`

^0u0~ t !&

3exp@ i ~EL1e0!t/\#, ~3!

whereEL is the incident photon energy,n is the solvent
index of refraction,e0 is the ground-state zero-point vibra-
tional energy,M is the transition length evaluated at the
equilibrium geometry,u0(t)&5e2 iHt /\u0& which is u0(t)&
propagated on the excited state surface for a timet, andH is
the excited state vibrational Hamiltonian. The very fast
damping of the overlaps by wave packet motion out of the
Franck–Condon region alone led us to use no extra damping
due to another population decay pathway or pure dephasing
decay. Only the vibrational ground-state~v50! was taken
into account in the calculations. The resonance Raman inten-
sity simulations assume that the resonant amplitude comes
from only one electronic state. However, theA-band absorp-
tion of chloroiodomethane is probably composed of transi-
tions to three electronic states similar to theA-band absorp-
tion of iodomethane. Magnetic circular dichroism
experiments by Rowe and Gedanken40 showed that the
A-band absorption of iodomethane is dominated by the3Q0
state which has 70%–80% of the oscillator strength. We ex-
pect that theA-band absorption of chloroiodomethane is
similarly dominated by the3Q0 state and the smaller transi-
tions have been left out to keep the calculations fairly simple.
When more than one electronic transition contributes to the
resonance Raman intensities, the different electronic transi-
tion contributions are first summed up at the amplitude level
and then squared. The leading additional contributions from
the smaller transitions will be their cross terms with the
strongest electronic transition and the smaller transition con-
tribution will scale close to linear relative to the largest elec-
tronic band~ignoring coupling strengths!. In regions of the
absorption band where the3Q0 transition does not dominate
and the smaller transitions make more significant contribu-
tions, leaving out the smaller transitions from the calcula-
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tions can lead to some error in the calculated resonance Ra-
man intensities and this is discussed more fully in Sec. IV.
However, for regions of theA-band absorption where the
3Q0 transition dominates we would expect that the assump-
tion that the resonant contribution to the resonance Raman
intensities comes from a single electronic state to be a rea-
sonably good approximation.

The interference between the preresonant and resonant
amplitudes depends on whether the two amplitudes contrib-
ute to the same or to different tensor elements of the Raman
polarizability. We will treat chloroiodomethane as a cylindri-
cal molecule since the largest electronic transition~3Q0! of
theA-band absorption is mostly localized on the C–I bond.
For a diatomic molecule such as iodine it is possible to
choose the molecule-fixed coordinate system to diagonalize
the polarizability tensora. However, this is not generally
possible for the general resonance Raman polarizability ten-
sor since it does not need to be symmetric. If the dominant
A-band absorption transition is localized on the C–I bond so
that it can be thought of as being very close to diatomic in
character then we expect that an appropriate choice of the
molecule-fixed coordinate system will lead to the polarizabil-
ity tensor being dominated by the diagonal terms. The non-
diagonal elements~agb! can then be thought of as a measure
of the non C–I character of theA-band transitions. Since the
A-band absorption of chloroiodomethane and iodomethane
are very similar to one another in both shape and transition
strength and the iodomethaneA-band transitions are almost
entirely localized along the C–I bond, we expect that the
largestA-band transitions of chloroiodomethane to be domi-
nated by the diagonal polarizability elements and the off di-
agonal polarizability elements~agb! to be relatively small.
For simplicity, we will assume that the3Q0 transition of the
chloroiodomethaneA-band absorption is entirely localized
on the C–I bond. Using the preceding assumption, we have
only two tensor elements to consider for the Raman polariz-
ability, agg andabb , whereg is the symmetry axis andb is
the doubly degenerate axes. Our experiment measures the
differential Raman cross section as given in Eq.~4! in terms
of abb andagg ,

~ds/dV! i1'5~4ES
3EL!/@15~\c!4#@ uaggu2

1~9/4!uabbu21~1/4!

3~agg* abb1abb* agg!#. ~4!

Integrating over all directions and polarizations of the Ra-
man scattering gives the total Raman cross section as shown
in Eq. ~5!,

sT~EL ,ES!5~8p/3!@~112r!/~11r!#~ds/dV! i1' ,
~5!

wherer is the depolarization ratio as listed below in terms of
abb andagg in Eq. ~6!,

r5@ uaggu21uabbu22~agg* abb1abb* agg!#/@3uaggu2

18uabbu212~agg* abb1abb* agg!#. ~6!

The depolarization ratio will usually be a function of excita-
tion wavelength due to the frequency dependence ofabb and
agg . Phillips and Myers

30 previously examined two cases for
the preresonant–resonant interference ofA-band resonance
Raman fundamentals of several alkyl iodides. The first case
investigated when the higher lying electronic states are po-
larized predominately along the C–I bond then both the reso-
nant and preresonant parts only contribute toagg . The sec-
ond case examined when the higher lying electronic states
are polarized perpendicular to the C–I bond which leads to
the preresonant Raman amplitude contributing only to the
abb tensor component. The preresonant–resonant interfer-
ence cross terms are substantially smaller for the second case
where the higher states are polarized perpendicular to the
C–I and Phillips and Myers30 found that the interference
effect was too small to account for the experimentally ob-
served excitation profiles for the affected fundamental reso-
nance Raman intensities whether anA-term orB-term fre-
quency dependence is used for the preresonant contribution.
However, when the preresonant contribution was assumed to
be primarily from electronic states with their transitions po-
larized parallel to the C–I bond then resonance Raman fun-
damental intensities could be fit very well. These results in-
dicate that the primary electronic states responsible for the
preresonant contribution have transitions polarized parallel
to the C–I bond for the alkyl iodides~iodomethane, iodoet-
hane, 2-iodopropane, and tert-butyl iodide!.

Since chloroiodomethane is very similar to the alkyl io-
dides we will assume that the higher electronic states giving
the dominant contributions to the preresonant contributions
in theA-band also have their transitions polarized parallel to
the C–I bond. Using the assumption that the preresonant
contribution is from electronic states whose transitions are
parallel to the C–I bond, the depolarization ratio will become
1/3 independent of excitation frequency and the experimen-
tally measured differential Raman cross section~for our ex-
perimental geometry! is given by

~ds/dV! i1'5~4ES
3EL!/@15~\c!4#ua res1apreu2. ~7!

The total Raman cross section is then given by

s I~EL ,ES!5~10p/3!~ds/dV! i1' . ~8!

The resonant Raman amplitude is calculated using Eq.~9!,

a res5~e2M2/\!E
0

`

^ f u0~ t !&exp@ i ~EL1e0!t/\#dt, ~9!

and the preresonant Raman amplitude is given by Eq.~10!,

uapreu25@9~\c!4/8p#@Apre#
2. ~10!

The preresonant contribution was assumed to be negligible
for all combination bands and overtones which were found to
be weak in the Raman spectra taken in the 208.8–223.1 nm
region and for any fundamental that was also found to have
a small intensity in the 208.0 nm to 223.1 nm region. Since
the resonant Raman amplitude given in Eq.~9! approaches a
pure imaginary form as it is tuned away from resonance, we
have given the preresonant contribution a pure imaginary
form. The resonant and preresonant contribution relative
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signs depend on the relative direction of the geometry
change along the particular normal mode vibration of interest
in the excited electronic states that give rise to the resonant
and preresonant contributions. We have assumed that the di-
rection of the geometry change along each normal coordinate
is the same in both the resonant and preresonant excited
states and this will give the resonant and preresonant terms
the same signs. This will probably be a good approximation
for the nominal C–I stretch which will most likely increase
in bond length in almost all of its excited states. We have
scaled the magnitude of the preresonant contribution by an
overall factor ranging from 0.6 to 1.2 to best fit theA-band
resonance Raman fundamental intensities in our calculations
because the single stateA-term fit approximation used to find
the preresonant contributions is a rough guide and not an
exact description.

The ground and excited electronic state potential energy
surfaces were modeled as harmonic oscillators with their
minima separated by a displacement,D, given in dimension-
less ground-state normal coordinates. The ground and ex-
cited state harmonic oscillators were assumed to have the
same frequency and the model had no Duchinsky rotation of
the normal coordinate. When no vibrational recurrences are
allowed, the absorption spectrum and resonance Raman in-
tensities of the first few overtones and combination bands are
determined mostly by the slope of the Franck–Condon re-
gion excited state potential energy surface. The broad and
featureless gas and solution phase absorption spectra of
chloroiodomethane imply that the total electronic dephasing
is probably mainly due to photodissociation before the first
vibrational recurrence. Excited state population decay~due
to photodissociation! and/or electronic pure dephasing were
mimicked by truncating the time integral of Eqs.~3! and~9!
at a time after the wave packet has moved far enough from
zero time so that their is no longer significant overlap be-
tween the wave packet and the final states making up the
resonance Raman spectrum. Therefore, our simple harmonic
oscillator model for the excited state potential energy surface
only gives us a convenient method with which to simulate
the segment of the excited state surface in the Franck–
Condon region that accounts for the observed absorption

spectrum and resonance Raman intensities and does not in
any way suggest that the excited state is actually bound. The
multidimensional slope of the excited state potential energy
surface and the associated early-time nuclear dynamics are
well determined by our simple model in the Franck–Condon
region, but our model parameters cannot be counted on to
determine anything about the dynamics outside the excited
state Franck–Condon region.

The parameters used in the model described above are
typically given in terms of dimensionless normal coordi-
nates. To elucidate the short-time photodissociation dynam-
ics in terms of actual atomic displacements we need to con-
vert the motion of the center of the wave packet from being
described in ground-state dimensionless normal coordinates
to being described in internal coordinates using the normal-
mode vectors from normal coordinate calculations. The nor-
mal mode-vectors for fully protonated and deuterated chlor-
oiodomethane were calculated with an adapted version of the
Snyder and Schachtschneider FG program76 and used previ-
ously published ground-state geometries from microwave
spectroscopy experiments77 and valence force fields for fully

FIG. 1. Fully protonated and deuterated chloroiodomethane in cyclohexane
solution absorption spectra. The excitation wavelengths for the resonance
Raman spectra are shown by the arrows and numbers~in nm! above the
absorption spectra.

TABLE I. Chloroiodomethane ground state normal modes.

Mode

h2-chloroiodomethane d2-chloroiodomethane

Experimenta

frequency~cm21!
Calculated

frequency~cm21!
Experimentb

frequency~cm21!
Calculated

frequency~cm21!

n1 2978 2992.6 2190 2172.9
n2 1392 1394.7 1029 1036.2
n3 1183 1184.6 896 888.7
n4 720 718.9 701 694.2
n5 531 535.4 503 497.0
n6 196 195.0 197 194.3
n7 3050 3071.8 2303 2276.5
n8 1108 1113.0 801 793.4
n9 789 791.9 615 618.8

aFrequencies are from the Raman peaks observed in Ref. 80.
bFrequencies are from the Raman peaks observed in Ref. 79.
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protonated chloroiodomethane.78~a! The previously published
valence force fields have been changed slightly to give a
better overall fit to the experimental frequencies of both the
fully protonated and deuterated chloroiodomethane.79,80 The
complete force field, Cartesian coordinates, computed vibra-
tional frequencies, and normal-mode coefficients are avail-
able as supplementary material.78~b! Table I shows the calcu-
lated and experimental vibrational frequencies of fully
protonated and deuterated chloroiodomethane.

The center of the wave packet position at timet after
excitation and experiencing separable harmonic motion is
expressed in dimensionless normal coordinates as

qa~ t !5Da~12cosvat !, ~11!

whereqa50 for each modea at the ground-state equilibrium
geometry,va is the vibrational frequency in fs21, andÃa is
the vibrational frequency in cm21. The dimensionless dis-
placements of Eq.~11! are given in terms of the internal
coordinates by

si~ t !5~h/2pc!1/2SaAa iÃa
21/2qa~ t !, ~12!

where si are the internal coordinate~Wilson, Decius, and
Cross defined stretches, bends, wags, and torsions!81 dis-

placements from their ground-state equilibrium values,Aa i is
the normal-mode coefficient (]si /]Qa), found from the nor-
mal coordinate calculations, andQa is the ordinary normal
coordinate.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Absorption spectrum

The absorption spectra ofh2-chloroiodomethane and
d2-chloroiodomethane in cyclohexane solvent are shown in
Fig. 1. The excitation wavelengths for the resonance Raman
experiments are displayed as numbers~in nm! above the
chloroiodomethane spectrum. The chloroiodomethane spec-
trum ~maximum;270 nm ande5540 mol21 L cm21! is red-
shifted and more intense than that of iodomethane~maxi-
mum;258 nm ande5430 mol21 L cm21!. TheA-band of
iodomethane~and presumably chloroiodomethane! is made
up of threen→s* transitions to directly dissociative states
~3Q0,

1Q1, and
3Q1! with the 3Q0 transition having most of

the oscillator strength~;70%–80%! of the iodomethane
A-band absorption. Substitution of a hydrogen atom on io-
domethane with a chlorine atom gives noticeable changes in
the absorption spectrum and may result in some differences
in the relative strengths of the three dissociative transitions in
chloroiodomethane compared to iodomethane.

B. Resonance Raman spectra

Figure 2 displays an overview of theA-band resonance
and postresonance Raman spectra of chloroiodomethane in
cyclohexane solution and Fig. 3 presents a larger view of the
282.4 mm chloroiodomethane resonance Raman spectrum.
The spectra shown in Figs. 2 and 3 have been corrected for
reabsorption and the detection system wavelength dependent
sensitivity as well as solvent subtracted. The solvent subtrac-
tion of the very strong C–H stretch peaks around 2800–3100
cm21 makes that part of the spectrum very noisy and this
region is not shown. The low frequency region of the spectra

FIG. 2. Overview of the chloroiodomethane in cyclohexane solution reso-
nance Raman spectra. The spectra have been intensity corrected and solvent
subtracted. The asterisks~* ! mark solvent subtraction artifacts and the
pound sign~#! marks a laser line artifact.

FIG. 3. A larger view of a typicalA-band resonance Raman spectrum
~282.4 nm spectrum is shown!. The spectrum has been intensity corrected
and solvent subtracted. The assignments of the larger Raman peaks have
been labeled. The asterisks~* ! mark solvent subtraction artifacts.
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has had the red-edge wing of the Rayleigh laser line sub-
tracted from the spectra. The resonance Raman spectra taken
near the peak of theA-band absorption have a relatively
large Rayleigh light background in the frequency region be-
low 500 cm21 Raman shift with a substantial solvent sub-
traction of the 436 and 343 cm21 solvent lines which also
make this region of the spectra relatively noisy and therefore
this region spectral features are not very reliable in the 266.0
nm, 273.9 nm, 282.4 nm, and 299.1 nm spectra. The larger
Raman peaks labeled in Fig. 3 have been tentatively assigned
based on published nonresonant Raman spectra and the pre-
resonant Raman spectra reported in this work. The funda-
mentals, overtones, and combination bands of four~or five!
Franck–Condon active vibrational modes comprise most of
the Raman intensity in the spectra of Figs. 2 and 3. The
largest progression of Raman peaks are the fundamental and
overtones of the nominal C–I stretch~nn5! and we observe
n5, 2n5, 3n5, 4n5, and 5n5. These C–I stretch bands~nn5!
also form noticeable combination bands with the CH2 wag
~n3! and CH2 scissor~n2! fundamentals,n31n5, n312n5, and
n21n5. The near degeneracy of then4 and then61n5 peaks
makes the assignment of the 724 cm21 Raman peak and the
combination bands associated with it difficult.

In our preliminary work32 we observed two features
around 700–724 cm21 in the resonance Raman spectra with
excitation wavelengths between 355 nm and 309 nm. Further
work on chloroiodomethane has determined that the second
Raman peak around 700 cm21 is due to then91n4 peak of
the diiodomethane20,21 impurity in the chloroiodomethane

sample. Although the diiodomethane impurity is,1% in the
chloroiodomethane sample, diiodomethane has a substan-
tially larger absorption cross section between 300 nm to 350
nm region compared to chloroiodomethane which leads to
the diiodomethane peaks being resonantly enhanced strongly
in this region. The largest line in the diiodomethane/
cyclohexane spectrum is then91n4 peak at 703 cm21 and
this shows up as a small feature in the chloroiodomethane
spectra with excitation wavelengths between 309 nm and
355 nm. The diiodomethane impurity also has a noticeable
feature near 493 cm21 due to the fundamental of the C–I
stretch ~n3! and this peak appears in several chlor-
oiodomethane spectra as a very small shoulder of the very
large chloroiodomethane C–I stretch fundamental. The other
Raman peaks in the diiodomethane spectra20,21 between
180–2500 cm21 are substantially smaller than then91n4 and
the n3 peaks and do not appear to have significant contribu-
tions to the resonance Raman spectra of chloroiodomethane.

Nonresonant Raman spectra are usually dominated by
fundamental Raman lines since overtones and combination
bands are expected to be weak far from resonance. However,
combination bands and overtones can have noticeable inten-
sity in nonresonant Raman spectra. The nonresonant Raman
spectra obtained by Klaboe and co-workers80 show peaks
that they have assigned to the overtones and combination
bands of the nominal C–I stretch and the nominal Cl–C–I
bend;n5 at 531 cm

21, 2n5 at 1056 cm
21, n6 at 196 cm

21, 2n6
at 393 cm21, andn52n6 at 333 cm

21. The 720 cm21 feature
that Klaboe and co-workers80 assigned to~n4! the nominal

TABLE II. Resonance Raman intensities of chloroiodomethane in cyclohexane solution.

Raman peaka
Raman
shiftb

309.1 nm
intensityc

299.1 nm
intensity

282.4 nm
intensity

273.9 nm
intensity

266.0 nm
intensity

252.7 nm
intensity

245.9 nm
intensity

n5 532 1004 585 208 67 38 362 1320
2n5 1061 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
3n5 1583 61 81 84 71 67 23 34
4n5 2101 48 47 50 36 29 10 13
5n5 2614 46 42 41 25 19 ••• •••
n4~n61n5! 725 71 64 48 42 42 70 183
n41n5~n612n5! 1255 40 38 46 31 46 60 167
n412n5~n613n5! 1777 14 37 40 36 32 20 26
n413n5~n614n5! 2293 25 24 31 27 26 17 44
2n4~2n612n5! 1435 13 14 14 5 12 74
2n41n5~2n613n5! 1962 8 6 11 7 5 4 28
n41n6~n512n6! 921 9 10 6 4 3 6 15
n3 1183 67 44 19 12 ••• 23 86
n31n5 1713 4 7 4 6 9 15 21
n312n5 2237 7 4 6 4 6 8 •••
n31n4, n21n5 1905 15 15 10 7 7 4 11

~n31n61n5!
n31n41n5, n212n5 2424 ••• 13 7 7 5 ••• 13

~n31n612n5!
n2 1396 47 40 30 23 20 30 140
n91n 1331 ••• ••• 4 ••• 1 ••• 59
n6 190 428 214 61 117d 71d 189 566

aAlternative assignment of~n61n5! for ~n4! is given in parentheses.
bEstimated uncertainties are about64 cm21 for the Raman shifts.
cRelative intensities are based on integrated areas of peaks. Estimated uncertainties are about 10% for intensities 50 and higher, 20% for intensities 10–50, and
30% for intensities lower than 10.
dSubtraction of large Rayleigh background and solvent peaks make features below 500 cm21 unreliable in the 273.9 nm and 266.0 nm spectra.
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C–Cl stretch fundamental could have some intensity from
the combination band~n51n6! of the two strongest funda-
mentals observed in the nonresonant spectra chlor-
oiodomethane especially since the difference band~n52n6!
of those fundamentals has noticeable intensity. The 724
cm21 peak observed in our resonance Raman spectra may
have significant contributions from both then4 and then61n5
peaks. Since we cannot rule out that the 724 cm21 peak is
predominately eithern4 or n61n5, we will analyze and dis-
cuss both possible assignments in the succeeding sections.
Table II lists the experimental resonance Raman positions
and intensities for the excitation wavelengths in theA-band
with the alternative peak assignments listed in parentheses.

Figure 4 shows the resonance Raman spectrum of fully
deuterated chloroiodomethane taken with a 282.4 nm excita-
tion wavelength. The 282.4 nm resonance Raman spectrum
of deuterated chloroiodomethane has fundamentals, over-
tones, and/or combination bands of three~or four! Franck–
Condon active modes. Similar to the fully protonated spectra
the largest progression of Raman peaks are the fundamental
and overtones of the nominal C–I stretch~nn5! progression
~n5, 2n5, 3n5, 4n5, and 5n5!. These C–I stretch bands~nn5!
also form combination bands with the CH2 wag ~n3! funda-
mental,n31n5, n312n5, andn313n5. Since the near degen-
eracy of then4 and then61n5 peaks is not removed by deu-
teration, the 697 cm21 Raman peak and the combination
bands associated with it are nominally assigned asn4 and
n41nn5 peaks with the alternative assignment as then61nn5
series of peaks similar to what we have done with the pro-
tonated chloroiodomethane spectral assignments. Compari-
son of theh2-chloroiodomethane andd2-chloroiodomethane
resonance Raman spectra~Figs. 2–4! shows that the CH2
wag ~n3! fundamental and its combination bands with the
nominal C–I stretch~n31nn5! become more intense in the
deuterated spectra. Table III gives the Raman shifts and rela-

tive intensities for the 282.4 nm deuterated chlor-
oiodomethane resonance Raman spectrum.

C. Resonance Raman absolute cross sections

The measured absolute Raman cross sections for the
nominal C–I stretch~n5! fundamental for chloroiodomethane
at the wavelengths given in Fig. 2 are shown in Table IV.
The measured relative differential Raman cross sections
were converted into absolute cross sections using Eq.~5! and
depolarization ratios of 0.10 for the 802 cm21 cyclohexane

FIG. 4. Resonance Raman spectrum ofd2-chloroiodomethane taken with
282.4 nm excitation. The spectrum has been intensity corrected and solvent
subtracted. The assignments of the larger Raman peaks have been labeled.
The asterisks~* ! mark solvent subtraction artifacts.

TABLE III. Resonance Raman intensities of deuterated chloroiodomethane
in cyclohexane solution obtained with 282.4 nm excitation.

Raman peaka
Raman

shift ~cm21!b
282.4 nm
intensityc

n5 505 165
2n5 1004 100
3n5 1499 52
4n5 1991 25
5n5 2476 12
n4~n61n5! 697 43
n41n5~n612n5! 1196 29
n412n5~n613n5! 1691 28
n413n5~n614n5! andn1 2191 25d

n3 892 70
n31n5 1393 39
n312n5 1891 22
n313n5 2385 15
n31n4 1586 10

~n31n61n5!
n31n41n5 2079 4

~n31n612n5!
n31n412n5 2572 5

~n31n613n5!
n6 191 131

aAlternative assignment of~n61n5! for ~n4! is given in parentheses.
bEstimated uncertainties are about64 cm21 for the Raman shifts.
cRelative intensities are based on integrated areas of peaks. Estimated un-
certainties are about 10% for intensities 50 and higher, 20% for intensities
10–50, and 30% for intensities lower than 10.
dTwo peaks contribute to this intensity~the nominal C–D stretch,n1, and
eithern413n5 or n614n5!.

TABLE IV. Nominal C–I stretch fundamental absolute Raman cross sec-
tions forh2-chloroiodomethane.

Wavelength Absolute cross section~Å2/molecule!

204.2 nm 9.63 1028

208.8 nm 5.13 1028

217.8 nm 1.13 1028

223.1 nm 5.73 1029

245.9 nm 7.3310210

252.7 nm 3.9310210

266.0 nm 4.9310211

273.9 nm 8.8310211

282.4 nm 2.2310210

299.1 nm 2.2310210

309.1 nm 1.6310210

319.9 nm 9.2310211

341.5 nm 4.3310211

354.7 nm 3.6310211
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peak, 0.23 for the sum of the C–H stretches of cyclohexane,
and an assumption of 0.33 for the chloroiodomethane peaks.
Examination of Table IV shows that absolute Raman cross
sections with excitation wavelengths from 204.2 nm to 223.1
nm preresonant to theB-band are much higher than those
with excitation wavelengths in theA-band. Figure 5 shows
an A-term fit to the 208.8 nm, 217.8 nm, and 223.1 nm
nominal C–I stretch fundamental absolute cross section and
an extrapolation of the fit to theA-band region where it is
compared to the observed Raman cross sections. Figure 5
clearly shows that the preresonant contribution from higher
lying electronic states is comparable to the actual intensity
observed in theA-band resonance Raman spectra. Thus, the
preresonant contribution cannot be ignored when modeling
the fundamental intensities of theA-band resonance Raman
spectra.

D. Simulations of resonance Raman intensities and
absorption spectra

We have simulated theA-band absorption spectra and
resonance Raman absolute cross sections taking into account
the preresonant contribution and using Eqs.~2!–~10!. The
excitation wavelengths near the center of theA-band were
weighted more than the red and blue edge spectra when de-
termining the normal mode-displacement parameters that
best fit the overtone and combination band resonance Raman
intensities. However all of the excitation wavelengths were
given equal weighting when adjusting the preresonance con-
tribution ~0.6 to 1.2 of theA-term fit described in Sec. III! to
best fit the excitation profile of the fundamental intensities.
Table V shows the parameters used in calculating theA-band
absorption spectra and resonance Raman intensities for
h2-chloroiodomethane. Tables VI and VII compare the cal-
culated relative resonance Raman intensities to the experi-
mental intensities while Fig. 6 shows a typical graphical
comparison for 282.4 nm. In general, there is reasonable
agreement between the calculated and experimental relative
resonance Raman intensities at excitation wavelengths near
the center and red edges of theA-band absorptions. There
appears to be noticeably worse agreement between experi-
ment and calculated intensities at excitation wavelengths
near the blue edge of theA-band absorption~see Tables VI
and VII!. The 1Q1 state is likely to significantly perturb the
resonance Raman intensities near the blue-edge of the
A-band and lead to disagreement between the experimental
intensities and our calculated Raman intensities which ne-
glects the presence of the1Q1 state. Tables VI and VII also
compare the experimental and calculated absolute resonance
Raman cross section for the first overtone of the nominal
C–I stretch~2n5!. The agreement of the experimental and
calculated absolute Raman cross sections for the first over-
tone of the nominal C–I stretch~2n5! is excellent for most

FIG. 5. Extrapolation of theA-term fit ~dashed line! from the preresonant
absolute Raman cross sections~triangles! of the n5 nominal C–I stretch
fundamental into theA-band region and a comparison to the experimentally
observedn5 nominal C–I stretch fundamental absolute Raman cross sections
in theA-band region~circles!.

TABLE V. Parameters for calculation of resonance Raman intensities and absorption spectrum of chlor-
oiodomethane in cyclohexane solution.

Vibrational mode
Ground state vibrational

frequency~cm21!
Excited state vibrational

frequency~cm21! uDu

~a! Using assignment of 724 cm21 peak ton4
n5 ~C–I stretch! 532 cm21 532 cm21 4.9
n4 ~C–Cl stretch! 725 cm21 725 cm21 1.62
n3 ~CH2 wag! 1183 cm21 1183 cm21 0.48
n2 ~CH2 scissor! 1396 cm21 1396 cm21 0.15
n9 ~CH2 twist! 800 cm21 800 cm21 0.47
n6 ~Cl–C–I bend! 190 cm21 190 cm21 0.50
Transition length,M50.186 Å
E0529 520 cm21

~b! Using assignment of 724 cm21 peak ton51n6
n5 ~C–I stretch! 532 cm21 532 cm21 4.9
n6 ~Cl–C–I bend! 190 cm21 190 cm21 6.0
n3 ~CH2 wag! 1183 cm21 1183 cm21 0.48
n2 ~CH2 scissor! 1396 cm21 1396 cm21 0.22
n9 ~CH2 twist! 800 cm21 800 cm21 0.47
Transition length,M50.186 Å
E0527 030 cm21
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TABLE VI. Comparison of experimental and calculated resonance Raman intensities of chloroiodomethane in
cyclohexane solution using the assignment of the 724 cm21 peak ton4.

Raman peaka
Raman
shiftb

282.4 nm 273.9 nm 266.0 nm

Expt.c Calc. Expt. Calc. Expt. Calc.

~a! Excitation wavelengths at center ofA-band absorption spectrum
n5 532 208 129 67 36 38 20
2n5 1061 100 100 100 100 100 100
Absolute Raman
cross section

1.04310210 1.31310210 1.28310210

for 2n5 in
Å2/molecule~Calc!

~9.83310211! ~1.31310210! ~1.35310210!

3n5 1583 84 65 71 65 67 64
4n5 2101 50 44 36 44 29 43
5n5 2614 41 31 25 31 19 30
n4~n61n5! 725 48 26 42 14 42 10
n41n5~n612n5! 1255 46 38 31 39 46 40
n412n5~n613n5! 1777 40 37 36 38 32 39
n413n5~n614n5! 2293 31 34 27 34 26 35
2n4~2n612n5! 1435 14 4 4 5 4
2n41n5~2n613n5! 1962 11 7 7 7 5 8
n41n6~n512n6! 6 0.1 4 0.1 3 0.1
n3 1183 19 8 12 2 ••• 0.1
n31n5 1713 4 8 6 8 9 9
n312n5 2237 6 7 4 8 6 8
n31n4, n21n5 1905 10 1 7 2 7 2

~n31n61n5!
n31n41n5, n212n5 2424 7 3 7 3 5 3

~n31n612n5!
n2 1396 30 7 23 5 20 7
n91n5 1331 4 4 ••• 4 1 4
n6 190 61 45 117d 46 71d 69

Raman peaka
Raman
shiftb

309.1 nm 299.1 nm 252.7 nm 245.9 nm

Expt.c Calc. Expt. Calc. Expt. Calc. Expt. Calc.

~b! Excitation wavelengths at red and blue edges ofA-band absorption spectrum
n5 532 1004 978 585 480 362 409 1320 1340
2n5 1061 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
Absolute Raman
cross section

1.61310211 3.81310211 1.08310210 5.54310211

for 2n5 in
Å2/molecule~Calc!

~7.56310212! ~2.67310211! ~8.14310211! ~4.73310211!

3n5 1583 61 59 81 63 23 62 34 61
4n5 2101 48 39 47 43 10 41 13 39
5n5 2614 46 27 42 30 ••• 28 ••• 26
n4~n61n5! 725 71 111 64 63 70 47 183 144
n41n5~n612n5! 1255 40 35 38 36 60 42 167 42
n412n5~n613n5! 1777 14 31 37 34 20 39 26 39
n413n5~n614n5! 2293 25 27 24 30 17 34 44 33
2n4~2n612n5! 1435 13 3 14 3 12 4 74 4
2n41n5~2n613n5! 1962 8 5 6 6 4 8 28 8
n41n6~n512n6! 9 0.1 10 0.1 6 0.1 15 0.1
n3 1183 67 62 44 29 23 25 86 91
n31n5 1713 4 6 7 6 15 10 21 11
n312n5 2237 7 5 4 6 8 9 ••• 10
n31n4, n21n5 1905 15 1 15 1 4 2 11 2

~n31n61n5!
n31n41n5, n212n5 2424 ••• 2 13 2 ••• 4 13 4

~n31n612n5!
n2 1396 47 47 40 20 30 43 140 141
n91n5 1331 ••• 3 ••• 4 ••• 4 59 4
n6 190 428 251 214 100 189 267 566 740

aAlternative assignment of~n61n5! for ~n4! is given in parentheses.
bEstimated uncertainties are about64 cm21 for the Raman shifts.
cRelative intensities are based on integrated areas of peaks. Estimated uncertainties are about 10% for intensities
50 and higher, 20% for intensities 10–50, and 30% for intensities lower than 10.
dSubtraction of large Rayleigh background and solvent peaks make features below 500 cm21 unreliable in the
273.9 nm and 266.0 nm spectra.
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TABLE VII. Comparison of experimental and calculated resonance Raman intensities of chloroiodomethane in
cyclohexane solution using the assignment of the 724 cm21 peak ton51n6.

Raman peaka
Raman
shiftb

282.4 nm 273.9 nm 266.0 nm

Expt.c Calc. Expt. Calc. Expt. Calc.

~a! Excitation wavelengths at center ofA-band absorption spectrum
n5 532 208 132 67 37 38 20
2n5 1061 100 100 100 100 100 100
Absolute Raman
cross section

1.04310210 1.31310210 1.28310210

for 2n5 in
Å2/molecule~Calc!

~9.51310211! ~1.31310210! ~1.38310210!

3n5 1583 84 64 71 65 67 65
4n5 2101 50 43 36 43 29 44
5n5 2614 41 29 25 30 19 30
n4~n61n5! 725 48 42 42 40 42 39
n41n5~n612n5! 1255 46 41 31 39 46 38
n412n5~n613n5! 1777 40 36 36 35 32 34
n413n5~n614n5! 2293 31 31 27 31 26 29
2n4~2n612n5! 1435 14 12 ••• 11 5 10
2n41n5~2n613n5! 1962 11 13 7 12 5 11
n41n6~n512n6! 6 9 4 8 3 7
n3 1183 19 9 12 2 ••• 0.1
n31n5 1713 4 7 6 8 9 9
n312n5 2237 6 7 4 8 4 8
n31n4, n21n5 1905 10 3 7 3 7 3

~n31n61n5!
n31n41n5, n212n5 2424 7 4 7 4 5 4

~n31n612n5!
n2 1396 30 8 23 4 20 4
n91n5 1331 4 4 ••• 4 1 4
n6 190 61 30 117d 3 71d 8

Raman peaka
Raman
shiftb

309.1 nm 299.1 nm 252.7 nm 245.9 nm

Expt.c Calc. Expt. Calc. Expt. Calc. Expt. Calc.

~b! Excitation wavelengths at red and blue edges ofA-band absorption spectrum
n5 532 1004 1028 585 503 362 397 1320 1294
2n5 1061 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
Absolute Raman
cross section

1.61310211 3.81310211 1.08310210 5.54310211

for 2n5 in
Å2/molecule~Calc!

~7.11310212! ~2.48310211! ~8.53310211! ~4.97310211!

3n5 1583 61 56 81 60 23 64 34 62
4n5 2101 48 34 47 39 10 43 13 41
5n5 2614 46 22 42 26 ••• 29 ••• 28
n4~n61n5! 725 71 48 64 46 70 36 183 35
n41n5~n612n5! 1255 40 41 38 42 60 35 167 33
n412n5~n613n5! 1777 14 34 37 37 20 31 26 29
n413n5~n614n5! 2293 25 28 24 31 17 27 44 25
2n4~2n612n5! 1435 13 13 14 13 12 8 78 8
2n41n5~2n613n5! 1962 8 14 6 14 4 10 28 9
n41n6~n512n6! 9 10 10 10 6 6 15 6
n3 1183 67 66 44 31 23 24 86 88
n31n5 1713 4 6 7 6 15 10 21 11
n312n5 2237 7 5 4 6 8 9 ••• 10
n31n4, n21n5 1905 15 2 15 3 4 3 11 4

~n31n61n5!
n31n41n5, n212n5 2424 ••• 3 13 3 ••• 5 13 5

~n31n612n5!
n2 1396 47 54 40 24 30 38 140 134
n91n5 1331 ••• 3 ••• 4 ••• 4 59 4
n6 187 428 387 214 167 189 189 566 604

aAlternative assignment of~n61n5! for ~n4! is given in parentheses.
bEstimated uncertainties are about64 cm21 for the Raman shifts.
cRelative intensities are based on integrated areas of peaks. Estimated uncertainties are about 10% for intensities
50 and higher, 20% for intensities 10–50, and 30% for intensities lower than 10.
dSubtraction of large Rayleigh background and solvent peaks make features below 500 cm21 unreliable in the
273.9 nm and 266.0 nm spectra.
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excitation wavelengths, particularly for the wavelengths near
the center of theA-band absorption~282.4 nm, 273.9 nm,
and 266.0 nm! where we expect the3Q0 transition to give the
dominate contribution to theA-band absorption. Our calcu-
lated absolute Raman cross sections are somewhat lower
than the experimental cross sections for the 299.1 nm and
309.1 nm resonance Raman spectra and this could be due to
the calculations not taking into account the contribution of
the 3Q1 state which is expected to be important in the red-
edge part of theA-band absorption. Similarly, the calculated
absolute Raman cross sections are lower than the experimen-
tal cross section at 252.7 nm and this could be due to ne-
glecting the contribution of the1Q1 state which is expected
to be important in the blue-edge part of theA-band absorp-
tion. Figure 7 compares the experimental and calculated ab-
sorption spectra ofh2-chloroiodomethane. The calculated ab-
sorption spectra in Fig. 7 display relatively good agreement
with the experimental absorption spectra bearing in mind
that we have neglected the small contributions of the3Q1 and
1Q1 states to the red and blue edges of theA-band absorp-

tion. Table VIII gives the parameters for calculating the fully
deuterated chloroiodomethane absorption spectrum and reso-
nance Raman intensities using both then4 and then51n6
assignments for the 724 cm21 Raman peak. Table IX and
Fig. 8 compare the calculated and experimental 282.4 nm
resonance Raman intensities ford2-chloroiodomethane and
there appears to be reasonably good agreement for most Ra-
man lines. Figure 9 displays the comparison of the calculated
and experimental absorption spectra for
d2-chloroiodomethane and the agreement is similar to that
observed for the fully protonated chloroiodomethane in Fig.
7.

In general, the calculated resonance Raman intensities
for both possible assignments of the 724 cm21 Raman peak
to either then4 fundamental or then61n5 combination band
show reasonable agreement with the experimental intensities.
However, then61n5 combination band assignment for the
724 cm21 Raman peak does a noticeable better job of fitting
several Raman lines compared compared to then4 funda-
mental assignment. In particular, then61n5 combination

FIG. 6. Comparison of experimental~solid bar! and calculated~dashed bar
for n51n6 assignment and open bar ofn4 assignment! resonance Raman
intensities for the 282.4 nmh2-chloroiodomethane resonance Raman spec-
trum. The calculated resonance Raman intensities made use of the param-
eters in Table V in Eqs.~2!–~10! and the model described in Sec. III.

FIG. 7. Comparison of experimental~solid line! and calculated~dotted line
for n51n6 assignment and dashed line forn4 assignment! A-band absorption
spectra. The calculated absorption spectra made use of the parameters in
Table V in Eqs.~2!–~10! and the model described in Sec. III.

TABLE VIII. Parameters for calculation of resonance Raman intensities and absorption spectrum of
d2-chloroiodomethane in cyclohexane solution.

Vibrational mode
Ground state vibrational

frequency~cm21!
Excited state vibrational

frequency~cm21! uDu

~a! Using assignment of 724 cm21 peak ton4
n5 ~C–I stretch! 509 cm21 509 cm21 4.95
n4 ~C–Cl stretch! 709 cm21 709 cm21 1.40
n3 ~CH2 wag! 891 cm21 891 cm21 1.15
n6 ~Cl–C–I bend! 190 cm21 190 cm21 0.50
Transition length,M50.191 Å
E0529 700 cm21

~b! Using assignment of 724 cm21 peak ton51n6
n5 ~C–I stretch! 509 cm21 509 cm21 4.95
n6 ~Cl–C–I bend! 190 cm21 190 cm21 4.9
n3 ~CH2 wag! 891 cm21 891 cm21 1.15
Transition length,M50.191 Å
E0528 100 cm21
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band assignment calculations fits the experimental intensities
of then61n5 combination band~or then4 fundamental in the
other assignment possibility! and the 2n61n5 combination
band~or then41n6 line in the other assignment possibility!.
We note that if then4 assignment is probable and wee see
n41n6 in our spectra then we would also likely seen51n6.
This suggests that the 724 cm21 Raman peak and its associ-
ated combination bands in our resonance Raman spectra may

be mostly due to then61nn5 combination bands rather than
the n41nn5 combination bands.

We have carried out calculations with and without the
preresonant contribution for the fundamental intensities in
order to compare these values with the experimental intensi-
ties. Figure 10 displays the experimental absolute resonance
Raman intensities for the nominal C–I stretch fundamental
~n5! and the calculated absolute Raman intensities with and

FIG. 8. Comparison of experimental~solid bar! and calculated~dashed bar
for n51n6 assignment and open bar forn4 assignment! resonance Raman
intensities for the 282.4 nmd2-chloroiodomethane resonance Raman spec-
trum. The calculated resonance Raman intensities made use of the param-
eters in Table VIII in Eqs.~2!–~10! and the model described in Sec. III.

FIG. 9. Comparison of experimental~solid line! and calculated~dotted line
for n51n6 assignment and dashed line forn4 assignment! A-band absorption
spectra ofd2-chloroiodomethane. The calculated absorption spectra made
use of the parameters in Table VIII in Eqs.~2!–~10! and the model de-
scribed in Sec. III.

TABLE IX. Comparison of calculated and experimental resonance Raman intensities of deuterated chlor-
oiodomethane in cyclohexane solution.

Raman peaka
Raman

shift ~cm21!b
282.4 nm
intensityc

Calc. using
n4 assignment

Calc. usingn51n6
assignment

n5 505 165 173 173
2n5 1004 100 100 100
Absolute Raman cross section Expt.51.02310210

for 2n5 in Å2/molecule ~Calc.!5 ~1.02310210! ~1.03310210!
3n5 1499 52 63 63
4n5 1991 25 42 42
5n5 2476 12 29 28
n4~n61n5! 697 43 43 30
n41n5~n612n5! 1196 29 29 29
n412n5~n613n5! 1691 28 27 25
n413n5~n614n5! andn1 2191 25d 24 22
n3 892 70 70 70
n31n5 1393 39 29 29
n312n5 1891 22 27 27
n313n5 2385 15 24 23
n31n4 1586 10 4 8

~n31n61n5!
n31n41n5 2079 4 8 11

~n31n61n5!
n31n412n5 2572 5 10 12

~n31n613n5!
n6 191 131 131 131

aAlternative assignment of~n61n5! for ~n4! is given in parentheses.
bEstimated uncertainties are about64 cm21 for the Raman shifts.
cRelative intensities are based on integrated areas of peaks. Estimated uncertainties are about 10% for intensities
50 and higher, 20% for intensities 10–50, and 30% for intensities lower than 10.
dTwo peaks contribute to this intensity~the nominal C–D stretch,n1, and eithern413n5 or n614n5!.
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without the preresonant contribution to the fundamental in-
tensities taken into account. Figure 10 clearly shows that the
calculations with the preresonant contribution agree much
better with the experimental intensities than the calculations
which have no preresonant contribution. This illustrates the
importance of resonance–preresonance interferences in elu-
cidating the fundamental intensities within resonance Raman
spectra associated with a weak absorption band which has
very strong absorption transitions nearby.

E. Photodissociation dynamics

In order to examine the short-time photodissociation dy-
namics of chloroiodomethane in terms of easily visualized
internal coordinates, we use the dimensionless normal mode
displacements from our simulations and the normal-mode
descriptions in Eqs.~11! and~12! to obtain the change in the
internal coordinates as a function of time after photoexcita-
tion. Since the overlapŝf u0(t)& that determine the calcu-
lated resonance Raman intensities generally reach their
maxima around 5–10 fs, we have chosen 10 fs as the time
which we will examine the photodissociation dynamics. We
also note that at 10 fs the nuclei have not moved very far
from the Franck–Condon region and 10 fs is relatively short
with respect to the recurrence times of the Franck–Condon
active vibrations. Because our resonance Raman intensity
analysis only gives us the magnitude of the normal-
coordinate displacements, we need some way to determine
the signs of the normal mode displacements~D!. The reader
is referred to several recent review articles67,82 on resonance
Raman intensity analysis for a more thorough discussion of
the problem of choosing the signs of the normal mode dis-
placements. For the purpose of investigating the short-time
photodissociation dynamics of chloroiodomethane, we will
use a combination of chemical intuition and the redundancy
found in the resonance Raman intensities of isotopic deriva-
tives.

Since we know that the C–I bond is broken in an appar-
ently direct photodissociation, we shall assume that the C–I

bond becomes longer upon excitation and this makes the
normal mode displacement for the nominal C–I stretch posi-
tive in sign. This eliminates half of the 2n possible sign com-
binations~for n Franck–Condon active modes! for the nor-
mal mode displacements. We will further reduce the number
of possible sign combinations that we need to consider by
comparing resonance Raman data of both
h2-chloroiodomethane andd2-chloroiodomethane. The ge-
ometry change~s! with least variance across the set of isoto-
pic derivatives should yield the most probable excited-state
geometry changes because the electronic structure is as-
sumed to be isotope invariant. For each possible sign com-
bination of normal mode displacements we use Eqs.~11! and
~12! to generate a different excited-state geometry at 10 fs
and the excited-state geometry~ies! which have the smallest
variance between the h2-chloroiodomethane and
d2-chloroiodomethane derivatives will be selected as the
most probable. We find that there are three possible excited-
state geometries for then51n6 assignment that have rms dif-
ferences between thed2- andh2-chloroiodomethane deriva-
tives that are significantly lower than any of the others~by
factors of 1.8 or more! and we pick these as the only realistic
possibilities. For then4 assignment, we make an additional
assumption that the C–Cl bond becomes larger. This seems
reasonable since if then4 is really Franck–Condon active in
the A-band it is most likely due to some coupling of the
C–Cl stretch and C–I stretch chromophores which both have
n-.s* transitions that lead to the C–X bond being broken in
the lowest absorption bands of the monohalomethanes. For
the n4 assignment we find four possible excited-state geom-
etries that have rms differences between thed2- and
h2-chloroiodomethane derivatives that are significantly lower
than any of the others~by factors of 1.7 or more! and we
choose these as the only realistic possibilities. Table X
shows the range of internal coordinate changes found at 10 fs
for the most probable normal mode sign combinations of the
n51n6 assignment~three sign combinations! and then4 as-
signment~four sign combinations!. Figure 11 shows the ge-
ometry of chloroiodomethane which can be used to help vi-
sualize the internal coordinate changes given in Table X.

Examination of Table X shows that the short-time pho-
todissociation dynamics of the two different assignment pos-
sibilities for the 724 cm21 Raman peak are very similar to
one another. This is not unexpected since the dominant pro-
gression in the chloroiodomethane resonance Raman spectra
is the nominal C–I stretch overtone progression and this may
be expected to dominate the overall photodissociation dy-
namics. The ambiguity of the assignment of the 724 cm21

Raman band and its associated combination band progres-
sion shows up primarily in the amount of change in the C–Cl
internal coordinate; then4 assignment gives a large change in
the C–Cl bond length during the short-time photodissocia-
tion dynamics while then51n6 assignment gives a much
smaller change in the C–Cl bond length. Even with this am-
biguity in the amount of the C–Cl bond length changes, we
can learn a great deal about the short-time photodissociation
dynamics of chloroiodomethane upon excitation in the
A-band absorption. During the first 10 fs the C–I bond

FIG. 10. Comparison of the experimental~solid bars! and calculated
~dashed bar for calculations with preresonant contribution and open bar for
calculations without preresonant contribution! Raman intensities for then5
nominal C–I stretch fundamental.
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lengthens by 0.157–0.171 Å for then51n6 assignment or
about 0.142 Å for then4 assignment. The Cl–C–I angle
becomes smaller by25.0 to27.3 deg for then51n6 assign-
ment or about28.0 to28.2 deg for then4 assignment. The
H–C–I angles become smaller by22.5 to27.5 deg for the
n51n6 assignment or20.5 to 25.1 deg for then4 assign-
ment. TheH–C–Clangles become larger by17.2 to110.5
deg for then51n6 assignment or15.4 to18.6 deg for then4
assignment. The C–I bond length changes, the CI–C–I
angles changes, theH–C–I angle changes, and theH–C–Cl
angle changes are all qualitatively consistent with a ‘‘soft’’
radical model83 of photodissociation dynamics in which the
carbon atom is pushed into the departing radical. These dy-
namics are also consistent with the CH2Cl group changing
towards a more planar geometry and we note that the ground
state of CH2CI radicals formed in matrix isolation experi-
ments are most likely planar.84,85 However, theH–C–H
angle change of21.1 to22.4 deg for then51n6 assignment
or about20.6 deg for then4 assignment is not qualitatively
consistent with the ‘‘soft’’ radical impulsive model83 of pho-
todissociation dynamics which would predict that the
H–C–H angle should increase. One would also expect that
the H–C–Hangle should become larger as it goes toward a
planar geometry of ground state CH2Cl radicals. This ap-
pears to suggest that theH–C–H angle moves toward the
ground state planar structure of the CH2Cl radical substan-
tially slower than theH–C–Cl angles. Why does the simple
impulsive ‘‘soft’’ radical model do a poor job in describing
the H–C–Hmotion? The ‘‘soft’’ radical model in its sim-
plest form83 assumes that all of the radical atoms are very
loosely bound to one another to approximately the same ex-
tent and does not take into account the force constants or
‘‘stiffness’’ of the different bonds in the radical to be formed
from the bond breaking process. Examination of Table X
shows that there is very little change in the C–H bond
lengths at 10 fs. The C–H stretch motion has a higher fre-
quency and greater stiffness than the lower frequency mo-
tions associated with the C, Cl, and I atoms. Similarly, the
H–C–Hbend motion has a somewhat higher frequency than
the H–C–l and H–C–Clmotions. It appears that as the C–I
bond starts to break in theA-band chloroiodomethane pho-

todissociation, the C–H stretch andH–C–H bend motions
are relatively uncoupled from the lower frequency motions
associated with the C–I stretch, C–Cl stretch, Cl–C–I bend,
H–C–l bend, andH–C–Cl bend internal coordinates and
this results in very small changes in the C–H bond length
and H–C–Hangle during the initial stages of the photodis-
sociation compared to the other internal coordinates which
are associated with lower frequency motions. The short-time
photodissociation dynamics appear to be more consistent
with a model that has the C–I bond breaking pushing into a
semirigid radical~with appropriate force constants for the
radical group! similar to an impulsive model suggested by
Riley and Wilson on p. 143 of Ref. 83.

The results from the resonance Raman intensity analysis
only describes the Franck–Condon region of the excited-
state surface and the initial photodissociation dynamics,
while the product state distributions of the photoproducts
depend on the complete excited-state potential energy sur-
face out to the asymptotic limit. The ambiguity of the assign-
ment of the 724 cm21 Raman peak and its associated com-
bination bands in our resonance Raman spectra limits what
we can learn about the coupling of the C–Cl and C–I chro-
mophores and our results only provide upper and lower lim-
its on the changes of the C–Cl bond length in the initial
photodissociation dynamics. The amount of the C–Cl bond
length changes during the photodissociation is probably a
fairly sensitive measure of the amount of coupling of the
C–Cl and C–I chromophores in theA-band absorption. In
order to pinpoint the amount of coupling in this weak cou-
pling case, there are several types of experiments that may be
done to more accurately determine the amount of C–Cl and
C–I coupling. Substantially higher resolution resonance Ra-
man experiments on low pressure gases may be able to re-
solve the assignment and the relative contributions of the two
possible series of peaks~n41nn5 and n61nn5! that may
compose the 724 cm21 Raman peak and its associated com-
bination bands observed in our relatively low resolution so-
lution phase spectra. To the extent that the initial photodis-
sociation dynamics determine the photoproduct state
distributions, it may be useful to attempt infrared emission,
anti-Stokes resonance Raman scattering, and multiphoto-

TABLE X. Most probable internal coordinate displacements of chloroiodomethane att510 fs assuming the
C–I bond becomes longer.

Internal coordinate

Range of displacements at 10 fs

Using n4 assignment
a Using n51n6 assignment

b

C–H bonds ,0.01 Å ,0.01 Å
C–I bond, atoms 1 and 4 10.141 Å to10.142 Å 10.157 Å to10.171 Å
C–Cl bond, atoms 1 and 5 10.068 Å to10.069 Å 20.020 Å to20.024 Å
H–C–Hangle, atoms 2, 1, and 3 20.6° to20.7° 21.1° to22.4°
H–C–I angle, atoms 2, 1, and 4 20.5° to25.1° 22.5° to27.5°
H–C–Cl angle, atoms 2, 1, and 5 15.4° to18.6° 17.2° to110.5°
H–C–I angle, atoms 3, 1, and 4 20.5° to25.1° 22.5° to27.5°
H–C–Cl angle, atoms 3, 1, and 5 15.4° to18.6° 17.3° to110.5°
I–C–Cl angle, atoms 4, 1, and 5 28.0° to28.2° 25.0° to27.3°

aValues are for four most probable sign combinations of the normal mode displacements~see text!.
bValues are for three most probable sign combinations of the normal mode displacements~see text!.
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nionization ~MPI! experiments to find the degree of vibra-
tional excitation of the C–Cl bond in the CH2Cl radical
formed from theA-band photodissociation.

Our computational simulations of the resonance Raman
intensities of chloroiodomethane in theA-band indicate that
the Raman intensities observed in our experimental spectra
are determined by the first 20–30 fs of excited-state dynam-
ics. This time for the excited-state dynamics is substantially
shorter than typical dielectric relaxation times or collisional
times in the solution phase. We therefore expect that the
resonance Raman spectra~and absorption spectra! will be
mostly sensitive to static changes~mean-field effects! of the
potential energy surfaces and we can consider the solvent
molecules to be almost ‘‘frozen’’ during the time needed to
determine the resonance Raman intensities and absorption
spectrum. During the later stages of the C–I bond breaking
when the CH2Cl and I fragments have separated substan-
tially, we expect that dynamical solvent effects will become
more noticeable. Our successful modeling of both the abso-
lute and relative resonance Raman intensities without includ-
ing any additional damping term besides motion of the wave
packet out of the Franck–Condon region strongly suggests
that the spectra are determined by dynamics taking place on
a time scale shorter than any electronic dephasing due to
dielectric friction or solvent collisional effects. We also note
that we do not observe any appreciable broad fluorescence
background underneath our experimental resonance Raman
spectra and this also implies that the resonance Raman spec-
tra are mostly sensitive to the static and not dynamical
solvent–solute interactions. The directly dissociative nature
of the C–I bond breaking causes the wave packet to leave the
Franck–Condon region very rapidly~less than 50 fs based on
our modeling of the resonance Raman intensities!. In mol-
ecules that are not directly dissociative, the excited-state am-
plitude usually stays near the Franck–Condon region long
enough to change the optically made coherent superposition
of states into an incoherent population of states on the
excited-state potential energy surface which then emits a
broad fluorescence spectrum. For example, solution phase

CS2 has an excited-state lifetime on the order of a few pico-
seconds and its resonance Raman spectrum is superimposed
upon a broad fluorescence spectrum.66

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented postresonance and resonance Raman
spectra ofh2-chloroiodomethane in cyclohexane solution
taken with fourteen excitation wavelengths within and above
the A-band absorption and a 282.4 nm resonance Raman
spectrum ofd2-chloroiodomethane. We have also measured
the absolute Raman cross sections for all of the presented
resonance Raman spectra. We have used a simple model
which includes preresonant contributions to the fundamental
intensities to simulate the resonance Raman intensities and
absorption spectra of h2-chloroiodomethane and
d2-chloroiodomethane. The description of the normal mode
vibrations was used together with the results of the time-
dependent wave packet calculations to find the short-time
photodissociation dynamics in easily visualized internal co-
ordinate motions. In the initial stages of the photodissocia-
tion the C–I bond lengthens, theI–C–Cl and H–C–Iangles
becomes smaller, theH–C–Clangles become larger, and the
H–C–H angle becomes smaller by a slight amount. The
C–H bond does not change much and an ambiguity in the
assignment of the 724 cm21 Raman peak and its combination
bands to either then41nn5 and then61nn5 progressions
limits what we can determine about the C–Cl bond length
changes during the initial stages of the photodissociation.
Most of the short-time photodissociation dynamics are con-
sistent with an impulsive ‘‘soft’’ radical model of the photo-
dissociation dynamics except the higher frequency C–H
stretch andH–C–H bend motions which appear relatively
uncoupled from the low frequency motions associated with
the Franck–Condon active modes. We note that theH–C–I,
I–C–Cl, and H–C–Clbending motions during the short-
time photodissociation dynamics are all consistent with the
CH2Cl group becoming more planar.

Future work will involve experiments to map out a more
complete excitation profile and developing better models for
describing the resonance Raman intensities and absorption
spectra in order to help elucidate the relative contributions
and locations of the3Q0,

3Q1, and
1Q1 transitions as well as

the short-time photodissociation dynamics of the3Q1, and
1Q1 states.
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